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Cockroa
ach lab
This la
aboratory exercise
e continue
es with ex
xtracellu
ular recor
rdings but
with an
n emphasis
s on (i) identific
cation of APs aris
sing from different
cal
sensory
y axons an
nd (ii) how
h
these sensory n
neurons r
respond to
o mechanic
stimula
ation. Her
re, we wi
ill do our
r recordin
ngs from sensory f
fibers in
the coc
ckroach le
eg and wi
ill observ
ve changes
s in AP f
firing fre
equency in
respons
se to stim
mulation of sensor
ry spines.
. Some of
f the expe
erimental
project
ts are ada
aptations
s inspired
d by a pap
per publi
ished by R
Ramos and
colleag
gues (Ramo
os et al., 2007).
Instrum
mentation:
:

The equ
uipment we
e will us
se is esse
entially t
the same as that o
of the
earthwo
orm lab. The
T
cable
e connecti
ions betwe
een M3000
0 and IX21
14 are shown
in Fig.
.1A. The output
o
of
f M3000 fe
eeds into Ch1 of I
IX214 thro
ough the
black BNC
B
(Bayon
net Neill
l–Concelma
an) cable (Fig.1Aa
a). Both p
pieces of
equipme
ent share a common
n circuit ground by
y using t
the thin w
white wire
for
with gr
reen plugs
s to conn
nect GND posts
p
toge
ether (Fi
ig.1Ab). T
The pins f
recordi
ing from the
t
roach
h leg feed
d into the
e input o
of M3000, which is
1
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the white cable ends in the black plug at the lower left of M3000
(Fig.1Ac). Fig.1B shows that the end of the white cable (arrow) from
M3000 splits into three wires. The black and white wires are connected
to the recording pins while the green one is connected to the
amplifier ground by way of a small alligator clip (Fig.1A arrow).
Finally, there is a black cable coming out of the stimulator section
of IX214 (Fig.1Ad). This cable, which is tugged under the stereotaxic
frame and emerges aa a white cable, is connected to the Arduino board
(Fig.1Ae) mounted on the motor adaptor that controls the X-axis
movement of the stereotaxic device. IX214 acts as an intermediate
between iWORX in the Mac and Arduino board.
Software:
We use LabScribe. There will be only one panel for data recording for
now. The recording period is much longer than before. In the earthworm
lab, we recorded AP conduction after a stimulation pulse, where AP
duration was 1ms or so, and conduction time was 3-5ms. The entire
trace covered 30ms. Here, we will ask you to stimulate sensory spines
manually with a manipulator. This hand controlled movement takes a
second or so to complete. We will therefore collect data for a longer
period, 5 seconds.
You should use the same note taking strategy as before, namely noting
down the experimental conditions for each trace.
Biological preparation:
The preparation couldn't be simpler. The Roaches will have been
immobilized by cooling in ice water and then killed by decapitation.
All you need to do is to use fine scissors to remove the leg. Use a
pair of iris scissors to cut one leg off and bring it to your bench.
You should try to cut the leg so as to include coxa, femur, tibia and
tarsus (Fig.2A). (It will also work if the coxa falls off.) You will
find two pins connected to a white cable coming out of M3000. The pins
are very sharp, so be careful. Don’t pin the animal yet, finish
reading this paragraph first. You should pin the leg as shown in
Fig.2B, with either one pin in the coxa and one in the femur
(Fig.2B1,B2) or both pins in the femur. The white foam piece for you
to pin the leg onto is ~3/16" thick. You should pin the leg near the
edge/corner so that sensory spines on the tibia and tarsus are not in
contact with anything (Fig.2B2,B3). The foam is quite tough, so you
need to hold the pin firmly to push it through. Practice pushing the
pin through the foam a few times before you actually pin the leg.
Otherwise, the pin may slip as you push, and tear the leg. A good
strategy is to pin the femur first then rotate the leg such that the
tibia/tarsus are in the position described above (Fig.2 B1-B3) then
put the 2nd pin in the coxa or femur. The two pins should not touch
each other.
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The nex
xt importa
ant task is to pla
ace the re
ecording mat with wires and
all ont
to the ste
ereotaxic
c system. Before yo
ou start, pay atte
ention to
the ver
rtical bar
r positio
oned to th
he back of
f the sys
stem (Fig.
.3A red
circle)
). Be care
eful, the
ere is a very
v
sharp
p pin at the end o
of the
vertica
al, metal rod. We have push
hed the tw
wo horizo
ontal, hea
ad clamping,
pins of
f the ster
reotaxic system in
nward (Fig
g.3A H). The two p
pins
togethe
er with th
he black head adap
pter (Fig.
.3A red a
arrow) sho
ould give
you a platform
p
on
o which to secure
e the reco
ording ma
at, by wed
dging it
into th
he space between
b
the
t
movabl
le hook (F
Fig.3B ye
ellow arro
ow) and th
he
black base
b
of th
he head adapter
a
(r
red arrow)
). Move t
the record
ding mat
careful
lly and ma
ake sure that the wires and
d the whi
ite cable move with
it. The
e cable is
s a bit stiff,
s
and
d you don’
’t what i
it to pull
l or strain
the pin
ns. You ca
an tighte
en the hoo
ok with th
he thumb screw (Fi
ig.3B red
square)
). The rec
cording mat
m
is fir
rm but not
t hard, a
and you do
on’t need to
tighten
n the hook
k too muc
ch to keep
p it in pl
lace. One
e more thi
ing before
moving on: try to
t adjust
t/rotate your
y
recor
rding mat
t such tha
at the tibia
is orie
ented left
t to righ
ht (Fig.3B
B blue dou
uble head
ded arrow)
).
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ou have ev
verything
g in place
e, you are
e ready t
to go. Tur
rn on the
Once yo
M3000 and
a
IX214.
. (The po
ower switc
ch of IX21
14 is in the back.
.) Launch
Roach_s
setting.iw
wxset, cl
lick recor
rd, and yo
ou should
d see some
ething
similar
r to that in Fig.4
4A. To mak
ke sure th
hat the d
display on
n the Y-ax
xis
is appr
ropriate, click on
n autoscal
le, Fig.4A
A double arrows. H
How do you
u
read a line like
e that? Every
E
one of the ve
ertical t
ticks is a
an AP.
Sensory
y fibers of
o cockro
oaches hav
ve very hi
igh backg
ground act
tivity. (The
resting
g Vm in th
hese fibers is lik
kely to be
e very de
epolarized
d such tha
at
AP will
l fire con
ntinuousl
ly even wi
ithout obv
vious mec
chanical
stimula
ation.) Th
he whole trace is 5 seconds
s long. W
We will ne
eed to
expand it to see
e individ
dual APs in
i detail.
. The AP labeled "
"a" (AP_a)
is big,
, and we will
w
look
k at this one first
t.
To expa
and the ti
ime scale
e and have
e a close look at the spike
es you are
interes
sted in, move
m
the vertical cursors (
(Fig.4 re
ed arrows)
) to the
left an
nd right of
o the sp
pike of in
nterest, t
then clic
ck on the magnifying
glass located
l
on
n the top
p strip of
f buttons (Fig.4B 1). (Note
e that thi
is
button expands time,
t
hor
rizontal scale
s
wher
reas the other mag
gnifying
glass, in the bl
lue strip
p directly
y above th
he trace, expands the
vertica
al scale.)
) Click on
o the top
p magnifyi
ing glass
s and AP_a
a should
look li
ike that in
i Fig.4C
C. In this
s example,
, the AP is biphas
sic, i.e.
the tra
ace goes down
d
then
n up, not unlike th
he AP you
u recorded
d in the
earthwo
orm lab. Your
Y
AP may
m
go up first bef
fore down
n if you p
put the
white pin
p
close to the tibia.
t
What ab
bout the medium
m
AP
P labeled b (AP_b)?
? For thi
is one, we
e first ne
eed
to zoom
m out the expanded
d time sca
ale to fin
nd AP_b, by clicki
ing on the
e
4
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button next to the magnifying glass (Fig.4B 2). Move the cursors to
bracket AP_b and magnify it. This medium spike should look like that
in Fig.4D. Finally, a small spike labeled c (AP_c) is shown in Fig.4E.
What do these spikes, AP_a to AP_c, mean? Your pins act as
extracellular electrodes. Fig.2C shows a cross section of the femur
with your recording pin. Axons _a, _b and _c are encased in
perineurium. Axon_a is large, close to the pin and expected to give
rise to large signals. Axons _b and _c are similar in size but axon_b
is closer to the pin than axon_c and is expected to generate APs of
intermediate amplitude. Axon_c, being the farthest and not
particularly large, should produce smallest AP. Thus, AP amplitudes
are determined by axon diameters and their distances relative to the
recording pin. Given the way recording pins penetrate the leg, the
distance between your pins and axons is fairly stable. Therefore,
every time we observe an AP with specific amplitude, we can
confidently infer that the same axon had just fired again. Since each
axon is connected to only one sensory spine of the roach leg, it is
not surprising that, for example, AP_a doesn’t change its firing until
we touch a specific spine. At the same time, each sensory spine is
innervated by multiple axons. It is very rare that you will detect no
response when poking at a spine because one or more of the axons
innervating that spine are likely to be close to the recording pin and
give rise to detectable APs. In addition to specific anatomical
connection between axons and spines, each axon is also likely to be
unique in its physiological properties. For example, the axon that
gave rise to AP_a have fired three times in the 5 seconds during the
trace shown in Fig.4A, i.e. this axon has a firing frequency of 3/5
Hz. This firing frequency will likely stay the same for the entire lab
period. AP_b probably fired 7-10 times in 5 seconds. You should
collect 3-5 traces. Have a good look at these traces and see if the
firing frequency of a given axon remains constant in the different
traces. From now on, when we say AP_a, AP_b and AP_c, we implicitly
suggest that they are from axon_a, _b and _c.
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d
n, option
nal readin
ng:
Major digression
In additio
on to record
d and displayy traces on co
omputer, wee also feed th
he recording
gs of spiking
roach axo
ons into aud
dio, so that you
y could listten to APs.
Playing the
t audio of physiologica
p
al recordingss is common
n practice am
mong electro
ophysiologistts,
because it
i allows us to
t continue monitoring
m
APs,
A
voltagee gated curreents, single cchannel currrents
or synapttic current/p
potentials ass we turn aw
way from the computer m
monitor or osscilloscope
during an
n experimen
nt. In fact, su
ubtle changees in AP firin
ng pattern arre often not eeasily
recogniza
able by lookiing at tracess on oscillosccope screen, but can be iinstantly notticed during
g
audio pla
ayback. Therre is no magiic to this diffference in seensitivity. Affter all, our vvisual system
m is
optimized to detect features
f
in tw
wo-dimensio
onal images and is relatiively slow at analyzing faast
ur auditory ssystem is geared to anallyze time
time-sequence signalls. On the otther hand, ou
sequencees in real tim
me, and is verry good at piicking out sm
mall changess in time seq
quences such
h as
speech, tone and pitcch. In genera
al, subtle diffferences in ffiring patterrn recognized
d only by thee
ears wou
uld require riigorous statiistical analyssis of spike ttrains to show
w the differeence objectivvely.
Experien
nced electrop
physiologistss have been known
k
to bee able to reco
ognize the tyype of brain
neuron—
—whether tha
alamic, cortiical, cerebelllar or hippoccampal—sim
mply by listen
ning to
recording
gs of intraceellular AP firing.
Here we will be listen
ning to the spontaneous activity of ssensory axon
ns in the cock
kroach. Thesse
responsees, while exciiting, are passsive, i.e. thee firing patteern only chaanges when w
we push the
6
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sensory spines. For neuroscientists who do electrophysiological recordings from behaving
animals, especially in monkeys, this kind of auditory monitoring takes on a different level of
significance. Imagine a microelectrode implanted in a certain brain area of a monkey. As
neuronal APs picked up by the electrode started to change their firing pattern while the animal
was perceiving a sensory cue, planning or executing a motor output—you would be listening to
the "thoughts" of an animal similar to us. On an abstract or metaphorical level, this kind of
auditory monitoring brings us much closer, in an instinctive way, to the operation of our brain.
Different neurophysiologists have been moved by this experience in different ways. Some claim
that upon hearing this type of recording they feel a chill down their spine. Others have felt the
concept of God hits them for the first time in their life. There are, of course, neuroscientists who
think the sentiments described above are completely silly. Use your imagination and decide for
yourselves.
Project 1: Identification of APs generated by different axons.
You should display a representative trace and pick out at least 3
AP/axons that are unambiguously different. Here, we will still follow
the convention that notes window of slide 1 will be used for notes
taking. Paste the traces in slide 2.
Here is how you should present your data: Right click on the trace
panel. The second option on the right click menu is "Copy Graph".
Launch PowerPoint and paste the copied graph on a slide. You can then
adjust the size of the graph to fit the power point slide. A format
similar to that in Fig.5 is good for this part of the report. In
addition to the raw (5 second) trace where you should label your 3
identifiable APs, you should also display each AP on an expanded time
scale, using the cursor/magnifying-glass trick followed by the rightclick/copy-graph sequence. (There is an important oversight in
LabScribe, namely that the copied graph you paste into Powerpoint does
not automatically include the time scale. The time scale is important
in neurophysiology. One way to get around this is to move the cursors
to the extreme left and right margins of the expanded trace, and T2-T1
will give you the length of the entire trace. Label the length of your
expanded traces in a manner similar to that shown in Fig.4C,D and E.)
Write a figure legend that includes: (1) the trace IDs from which the
APs were obtained, (2) the firing frequencies of the 3 axons. (To
ensure that you have enough time for the projects below, you should
avoid picking very small axons that seem to fire at very high
frequency. (We don't want you to spend time counting hundreds of
action potentials.)If you do decide to pick a small AP that fires a
lot, in order not to spend too much time estimating firing frequency
of the axon, you should count the number of AP within a 100-200ms time
window and calculate the frequency (AP/sec) from the brief time
window. Also, you should estimate the firing frequency now because you
don’t have LabScribe to count APs on your personal PCs.)
What if you have only one or two clear, large APs? This may happen in
some legs. The first thing you should do is to record a few more
traces to make sure that you are not missing anything. (Also, click
autoscale each time, to make sure that you are not missing APs by
displaying the trace on the wrong scale.) You may want to discuss this
7
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with your LI or LA, and then show only one or two clear APs in your
report. As long as you show your raw (5 second) trace, it should be
obvious whether or not you have three large/clear APs. Don't panic if
you don't see large APs; they may just be dormant, i.e. not have any
background firing activity, and may show up when you poke the right
sensory spines.
To get a feel for the sensitivity of the mechano-recptors on the roach
legs, you can click record then blow gently on the leg. The recording
should register your blow, in terms of one or two puffs etc. Play with
this paradigm a few times, and also try a light and a hard blow during
the same recording trace to see if the trace registers the difference.
Everyone should have a go. No need to report this part, but I hope
that you are impressed by the sensitivity and robustness of the
sensory response.
Project 2: Map the "receptor field" of a sensory spine.
(Receptor field is also call receptive field.)
First we need to set up the manipulator and microscope to make it
easier to: (1) finely control the stimulation of sensory spine by
uaing the manipulators of the stereotaxic device and (2) to visualize
the mechanical stimulation we deliver to the sensory spines. You
should first swing the tower of the stereotaxic system into place such
that the vertical rod with a sharp pin is right above the leg
(Fig.5A). You accomplish this by unlocking and relocking the L-shaped
key at the base of the tower (red arrows in Fig.5A and B). (There are
three L-shaped keys at the base of the tower; use the lowest one.)
Fig.5C shows roughly where the small insect pin (red arrow) should be
with respect to the leg. Next, you need to swing the dissection scope
into a comfortable position. The whole set up should look roughly like
that shown in Fig.6A & B. The most important thing to keep in mind is
that manipulation of the insect pin, with the X-Y-Z knobs (Fig.5A),
should not result in any contact between the microscope and the
stereotaxic system. It is easy to push the microscope too far such
that it crashes into the tower of the stereotaxic system and causes
damage! At least at the beginning, while one person is working the
knobs and watching the pin under microscope, another member of your
team should watch and make sure that there is a safe distance, >5 cm,
between the microscope and the stereotaxic tower.
There is one more fine adjustment to make. You may have to rotate the
tower slightly, so that the left-right movement of the insect pin, as
you turn the X-knob, is aligned with the long axis of the tibia. (I
asked you to align the leg earlier, but the femur-tibia joint may have
relaxed over time and need realignment. Reposition the recording mat
for large-scale adjustment, and rotate the tower for fine adjustment.)
This is important because our projects require consistent stimulation
of sensory spines. Consistent movement is best delivered by turning
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the
only th
he X-knob,
, Fig.5A. (Note th
hat the X-axis kno
ob in this
s lab is t
large white
w
gear
r mated to
t the ste
epper moto
or.)
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Now you
u can look
k down th
he microsc
cope and m
maneuver the insec
ct pin to
◦
◦
push a single sp
pine firs
st in the direction
n of 0 , then 180 (Fig.7).
.
pines will
l give yo
ou a detec
ctable res
sponse. C
Check and play around
Most sp
with sp
pines in any
a
of th
he six sec
ctions, na
amely inn
ner/outer
prox/mi
id/dist. Since
S
we want to know
k
if ou
ur test s
spine has any
directi
ional pref
ference, we need to
t first e
ensure th
hat we can
n provide
◦
◦
similar
r stimulat
tions in both 0 an
nd 180 di
irections
s. Doing t
this by ha
and
is not trivial, but we must
m
do ou
ur best. T
There are
e three im
mportant
factors
s we need to consi
ider for this
t
proje
ect. Firs
st, we mus
stn't move
e
ing
the fem
moral-tibi
ia (F-T) joint as we push/p
pull a se
ensory spi
ine. Bendi
the joi
int will trigger
t
mechano-se
m
ensitive r
receptors
s there an
nd result in
impress
sive firin
ng. To kn
now how th
he F-T joi
int respo
onse looks
s/sounds
like, You
Y
should
d try ben
nding the joint a f
few times
s, by movi
ing the pin
toward or away from
f
you with the Y-knob in
n the bac
ck, Fig.5A
A. If we
want to
o stimulat
te a spin
ne selecti
ively, we need to displace the spine
e
careful
lly—i.e. not
n
pushi
ing too fa
ar such th
hat you b
bend the F
F-T joint
but the
e small pu
ush you deliver
d
sh
hould trig
gger clea
ar respons
se. This i
is
easier said than
n done. You
Y
will need
n
to se
earch aro
ound until
l you find
the "be
est spine"
": define
ed as sens
sory spine
e that wi
ill give c
clear
respons
se from re
elatively
y small sp
pine displ
lacement that does
s not
involve
e F-T join
nt bendin
ng. Genera
ally, I fi
ind spine
es on the outer sid
de
better.
. However,
, everyon
ne pins th
he leg dow
wn differ
rently. Ch
heck the
spines on inner and oute
er sides to
t find yo
our "best
t spine". To
10
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encourage participation by all, you should compare two candidate
spines for the "best spine" and the selection should be confirmed by
at least one other member of your team. The second important
consideration is that if we want to compare whether a spine prefers
◦
◦
0 or 180 stimulation, we must try to displace the spine by the same
distance in both directions. There is no easy way of doing this
because the knobs on the stereotaxic system do not have a digital
readout, and the vernier reading on the stereotaxic system is not fine
enough. The best practice is to have the same person look under
microscope and turn the knob at the same time, so that he/she knows
the distance the insect pin has moved using both visual cues and the
degree of X-knob rotation. Neither cue is quantitative, but if you pay
attention and practice a little, you can achieve consistent
stimulation. Furthermore, this is an occasion for an independent
second opinion. Have a second member of your team to do the same
experiment, on the same spine, and confirm that the preferred
orientation determined by the first person is correct. If it is not
confirmed, you should discuss it and consider getting 3rd and even 4th
opinions. Finally, we need to keep a third factor constant, namely the
rhythm of our stimulation. Here is our standard pattern: Start by
placing the pin as close as possible to the spine but not touching it.
Then click record. Wait one second. Then push the pin and stimulate
for one second. Then pull back the pin. It is sometimes helpful to
have a separate member of your team call out the timing. If you think
of the timing in terms of a musical beat, you should be able to get a
consistent rhythm going easily.
This project seems to have a lot of details that need attending to.
The truth is that when we do science, we do have to control parameters
important for the question we are trying to answer.
In slide 3, you should first show two traces from the two "candidate"
spines you have screened and compared, by displaying both traces on
the same slide, as top and bottom panels. Also, mark on the trace the
time when the stimulation is delivered—see Fig.8 for an example. In
the figure legend, describe your traces.
Write the figure legend then comment on the reasons you chose the
spine giving rise to the recording shown in the top (or bottom) panel
for further study. Trace IDs should also be included in the legend.
In a separate PowerPoint slide (4), display the responses activated by
◦
◦
0 and 180 stimulation of the spine you have chosen for detailed
analysis. Show both traces on the same slide, as top and bottom
panels, so that it will be easy to see whether they are different or
not. Label the traces in terms of direction and time of stimulation
etc. Write figure legend that describes the traces as instructed
before and, in a separate paragraph, draw a conclusion, by referring
to the traces, as to which direction the spine prefers, i.e. is more
sensitive.
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In sens
sory syste
ems, the concept of
o recepto
or field is import
tant. The
recepto
or field defines
d
the
t
space within wh
hich a se
ensory neu
uron will
respond
d. The def
finition of space is obviou
us for vi
isual or
somatos
sensory re
eceptors. For exam
mple, a re
etina gan
nglion cel
ll will only
respond
d to a bri
ight spot
t located at one pa
articular
r point on
n a screen
n
in fron
nt of an experimen
e
ntal anima
al. The lo
ocation o
of the bri
ight spot is
the rec
ceptive fi
ield of that
t
gangl
lion cell.
. In the
e case of
mechano
osensitive
e spines, the rece
eptor fiel
ld is def
fined by i
its
directi
ional sens
sitivity. In other
r words, t
the spine
es are tun
ned to be
more se
ensitive to
t stimul
li, e.g. air
a
flow, from som
me directi
ions
compare
ed to othe
ers. So, we have just
j
finis
shed mapp
ping the r
receptor
field of
o a senso
ory spine
e in a roa
ach leg. H
However, be aware that there
are two
o addition
nal dimen
nsions tha
at we did not test
t. The pin
n is too
sharp to
t provide
e a consi
istent dow
wnward pus
sh and th
here is no
o hook to
move th
he spine upward.
u
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Project
t 3: Rapid
dly vs sl
lowly adap
pting prop
perties.
A commo
on theme in
i sensor
ry systems
s is that some sen
nsory neur
rons will
fire ac
ction pote
entials continuous
c
sly as lon
ng as a s
stimulus i
is present,
while other
o
sens
sory neur
rons will only resp
pond to t
the beginn
ning and
termina
ation of a stimulu
us. These responses
s are cla
assified r
respectively
as slow
wly and ra
apidly ad
dapting. (Fig.9.4
(
o
of your t
textbook a
also addre
ess
this to
opic.) We now are going to determine
e whether
r sensory spines at
t
the tib
bia-tarsal
l (T-T) joint (Fig
g.7) are o
of the ra
apidly or slowly
adaptin
ng type. These
T
spi
ines look thicker t
than thos
se on the tibia, so
you sho
ould have no diffi
iculty ide
entifying them.
First, follow th
he proced
dure you used
u
in Pr
roject 2. Select a sensory
spine from
f
which
h it is easy
e
to ge
et clear r
response and that is easy to
stimula
ate select
tively, namely
n
eas
sy to acce
ess witho
out bumpin
ng into
other spines
s
nea
arby and without causing
c
th
he tibia to move. We will
focus on
o only on
ne direct
tion in th
his projec
ct. (Don’t get too
o obsessed
and spe
end a disp
proportio
onate amou
unt of tim
me in sea
arch of th
he perfect
spine. Keep an eye
e
on th
he clock.)
) In the p
process o
of choosin
ng your
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target spine, you should also establish a consistent stimulation as
before, i.e. use visual cues under the microscope along with manual
cues as you turn the knob.
You should now practice a few times using the three stimulation
paradigms described below. In the first case, you use the same
strategy as that in Project 2: Press "Record", wait one second, push
the spine for one second and pull back the pin. This will be your
brief/rapid stimulation. In the second case, press "record", wait one
second, push the spine but don't pull back the insect pin. Leave the
insect pin in place, where it is still displacing the spine. This will
be your continuous stimulation. Don't release this stimulation. For
the third paradigm, click record again, wait for 2 seconds, then
release the stimulation. In this case, you will be releasing an
existing, continuous stimulation. You may want to repeat these three
types of stimulation a few times, preferably allowing a second person
to try if time allows, to convince yourselves that you are getting
consistent results.
The question is: does the increase in firing persist unabated during
continuous stimulation?
You should display one representative recording from each type of
stimulation on your slide. Label your traces and describe them in your
Powerpoint notes. Write figure legend. After the figure legend, in a
separate paragraph, you should explain why you think the spine in
question is rapidly or slowly adapting, by pointing to various labeled
features of the recordings—such as whether firing drops off or not,
for example. The best way to do this is to put labels on your traces—
arrows, a, b, c, d marks etc—and refer to these labels as you discuss
changes, or the lack of, firing frequency.
Project 4: Investigate the relationship between sensory axon firing
and bending of the femur-tibia joint
An important question common to the study of sensory systems is
the quantitative relationship between intensity of sensory stimuli and
responses of sensory neurons. The understanding of this relationship
is essential for us to gain insights to the range and sensitivity of
our sensory organs. As the last project of this lab, we are going to
investigate the relationship between sensory axon firing activities
and the bending of the femur-tibia (FT) joint. There are sensory
fibers innervating the FT joint to inform the roach brain about the
state of their legs. These sensory fibers will change their firing
frequency as the joint is bent or straightened. The goal in this
project is to determine the relationship between the angle of the
joint and the rate of neuronal firing. The experiment design is
simple, we will use the stepper motor to displace the tibia and bend
the FT joint while recording axonal firing. Although one could do the
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same experiment with manually turning the knob, it is not ideal for
this type of studies. The main reason is that manually turning the
knob could be variable between trials and between individual
experimenters. These variabilities make it inappropriate to carry out
signal averaging—because the pin movement in each trial may not be the
exact replica of the previous one—or pooling data between groups—
because your knob turning may be different from that of the person in
the next bench. Using computer controlled devices avoid these
reproducibility issues and makes it possible for scientists from
different laboratories to compare or pool data.
Set Up
The stepper motor activity is controlled by the voltage output
from the Stimulator section of IX214. The Arduino board reads the
voltage and controls the degree of motor turning which, by way of
gears, moves the pin. This sounds simple but we have a few problems to
deal with. First, the turning of the stepper motor causes vibration of
the stereotaxic frame. The vibration is subtle but you can feel it by
placing your hand in the frame, so could the roach leg. Thus, the
turning of the motor itself could cause some APs, which has nothing to
do with the joint bending. There are many professional ways to deal
with this issue but we just want our data and will take the quick and
dirty approach.
You need to remove the foam board with the leg and pins in place
from the stereotaxic frame and attach the whole assembly to a piece of
long foam board on your bench. Here are the steps:
1. Turn the M3000 amplifier off.
2. Remove the foam board with the leg and pins in place.
3. Tape the foam board onto the long board with the tibia
pointing to the end of the long board (Fig.9A). (You should be able to
find a black line on one side of the small foam board, the one with
the leg on. Align this line with the black line on the long foam board
(Fig.9A arrow).) The other end of the long board will be taped to a
glove box (Fig.9B arrow). You can now position the glove box such that
the tibia is pointing to the back of the stereotaxic frame (Fig.9B).
This way, the movement of the pin along X-axis will be able to bend
the joint effectively.
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Note
N
that the glove
e box should not m
make conta
act with the
stereot
taxic fram
me. Also, the end of the fo
oam board
d should n
not touch
ut
any com
mponent of
f the ste
ereotaxic frame (Fi
ig.9C). (
(You may n
need to pu
a pen under
u
the glove bo
ox to tilt
t it so th
hat the f
foam board
d point
upward and is li
ifted a little.)
l
Otherwise,
O
, the vib
bration of
f the motor
will be
e transmit
tted to the
t
leg.
4. Turn th
he M3000 back
b
on.

Experiment
c
Labs
scribe with data f
from your previous projects
s.
Save and close
n iWORX se
et for th
he stepper
r motor co
ontrolled
d movement
t:
To open
Fileo
openRoac
ch_project
t4_arduin
no_setting
g.iwxset. You shou
uld see fo
our
panels (Fig.10).
.
Top Pan
nel: Your recordin
ng will be
e displaye
ed here.
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Second Panel: th
he timing
g and ampl
litude of your pin
n movement
t command
will be
e displaye
ed here.
Third panel:
p
We rectify the recor
rded trace
e shown i
in the top
p panel,
namely all the negative
n
part of the
t
traces
s are fli
ipped posi
itive and
added to
t the par
rt of the
e trace th
hat are al
lready po
ositive. T
This is the
first step
s
to ca
alculate the sum total
t
of a
all the n
neuronal a
activities.
Bottom panel: Th
his is an
n integrat
tion of th
he trace in the th
hird panel.
The ove
erall neur
ronal act
tivities could
c
be m
measured as the di
ifference
he
between
n the base
e line (F
Fig.10a) and
a
the am
mplitude near the end of th
pin dis
splacement
t (Fig.10
0b). This measureme
ent, betw
ween point
t a and b,
should be propor
rtional to
t overall
l neuronal
l activit
ties. (Si
imilar data
process
sing steps
s are use
ed to anal
lyze elect
tromyogra
ams by cli
inicians and
researc
ch scienti
ists.)

Why do we massag
ge the be
eautiful trace,
t
whi
ich has a
all the cr
risp APs,
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into a mushy and
d feature
e-less tra
ace in the
e bottom panel? Id
deally, we
should do this analysis
a
by identi
ifying the
e best ax
xon that f
fires big
APs. We
e could th
hen monit
tor change
es in AP f
firing fr
requency a
as we bend
the joi
int. Howev
ver, this
s is not practical.
p
. First, we push o
our
recordi
ing pins into
i
the femur and
d coxa ran
ndomly. T
The axons innervating
the joi
int may no
ot be nea
ar the pin
ns and giv
ve us cle
ear, big A
APs. Secon
nd,
iWORX doesn't
d
ha
ave spike
e/frequenc
cy countin
ng featur
res. Third
d, there ae
many ax
xons that innervat
te the joi
int and we
e would l
like to in
nclude
firing activitie
es of all
l the axon
ns. This r
rectifica
ation-inte
egration
approac
ch incorpo
orates co
ontributio
on from th
hose axon
ns that gi
ive rise to
small APs.
A
Experim
mental Pro
otocol:
1. Pin positioni
ing.
We would like
l
to mo
ove the tibia cons
sistently during r
repeated
trials.
. The best
t way to do this is
i to wedg
ge the pi
in near th
he base of a
d
spine such
s
that the pin is able to
t push an
nd pull t
the leg fo
orward and
backwar
rd (Fig.11
1 circle and blue arrows). However, this arr
rangement is
not com
mpletely "fool
"
pro
oof", the pin may s
slip off on large movements.
You nee
ed to keep
p an eye on the pr
rep and do
on’t use the trace
es that
movemen
nt was not
t complet
te because
e the pin has slip
pped for l
later
analysi
is.
Another
A
im
mportant trick
t
in
positio
oning the pin, bef
fore
running
g the iWOR
RX protoc
col, is
that wh
hile you turn
t
the large
gear to
o move the
e pin alo
ong Xaxis, always
a
fin
nalize yo
our
positio
on with a movement
t of you
pin in the direc
ction you
u intend
to move
e, i.e. do
on’t back
k into
your fi
inal posit
tion move
e forward
into yo
our final position
n. This
way, th
he pin wil
ll start to move
once th
he gear st
tarts to turn and
we avoi
id backlas
sh issue of the
mechani
ism.
2. Para
ameters to
o control
l:
First, find the toggle switch
s
on a line at
ttached t
to the Ard
duino board
and mak
ke sure th
hat the switch
s
is in F posi
ition. "F
F" for for
rward and
voltage will
applica
ation of positive
p
w
move the pin to the ri
ight.
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We will change the value of amplitude (Fig.2 red circle in inset) from
1 to 5 with increment of 1. After that, flip the toggle switch to B,
for backward. Move the pin to the opposite side of the tibia and run
through amplitude 1 to 5 again. (Don't forget to wedge the pin near
the base of a spine.)
Note that each time you press "Record", the iWORX will make four
repeats of the same movement and averages the four trials. Be patient,
iWORX will show you the progress as each trial is added to the
averaging process. Do not touch the set up or press any buttons as the
four repeated movements are being carried out.
2. Data presentation.
For each voltage command, you should have a measurement of the
integrated trace at the bottom panel. You can place the cursors are
positions "a" and "b" and read the difference at the upper right
corner of the bottom panel (Fig.2 green circle). (Right click the
upper right corner and choose V2-V1 if the display shows something
else.)
By the end of this experiment, you should have:
1
Movement
amplitude
V2-V1

2

3

4

5

-1 (- for -2
backward)

-3

-4

-5

Double click the IGOR template, "roach_project4_plot.pxt" to generate
your plot. Is the relationship between the axon firing activities
linearly related to the movement of the joint, or the relationship is
complicated? We should keep in mind that we are not plotting the
distance or the angel of the FT joint. However, the voltage amplitude
should be proportional to the distance of the pin movement.
You can then try a linear fit by: AnalysisQuick fitline. Linear fit
may not be appropriate, you can play with other curve fits and decide
which mathematical function describes your data best.
(If there are data points you decided not to use, such as the case
when the pin did not move the tibia correctly, you should type in
"nan", for "not a number", in both voltage and response cells of the
table.)
Data from this series of experiment should be displayed in two slides.
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The first slide should show AP traces—the trace in the top panel—from
4 voltage levels. (You decide which traces to show.) Voltages used for
each trace should be clearly labeled on the slide. For the figure
legend, you should briefly compare features in these traces. Examples
of features to comment on included: firing frequency, duration of
responses or the density of axonal firing. Feel free to come up with
more comparisons of your own. Keep it brief.
The second slide should show the plot you made in IGOR. As before,
provide a brief description of the plot, trend and linearity etc.
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